
CIVIL SERVICE LEAGUE: ELIGIBILITY !
RESPONSES TO CONSULTATION EXERCISE !
14/11/2013  
Andy Waters   
Personal view !
Although I'm speaking from a personal perspective, I believe my views are shared by many of my Met 
Police Club colleagues. 
  
Both the CS & the Commercial League are in decline and should merge into a single league with clubs 
representing organisations, whether public, private, voluntary or charitable. We may also need to cater for 
unaffiliated players who currently represent UNATS or HMC. 
  
Eligibility rules should be fairly relaxed, there is no financial incentive for winning a trophy so we're 
unlikely to be swamped by paid mercenaries and we want to encourage rather than deter participation. 
Individual clubs can still have their own eligibility rules. !
14/11/2013  
Martin Cowley   
Personal view !
I'm broadly in agreement with this. It would seem sensible in the long term for us to merge with the 
London Commercial League although I'm not sure how their eligibility requirements differ from ours and 
this would obviously need to be discussed. Also we need to get rid of the requirement for affiliation with 
the CSCA as this would enable new public service organisations to field teams if they wished. !
There will always be a need for clubs such as UNATS as there are bound to be organisations who don't 
have enough members or a stable enough infrastructure to run a club on their own although I'm not sure 
what the difference is between UNATS and HMC in this respect. !
27/11/2013  
David Edney   
Revenue & Customs !
Various members of the Revenue & Customs Club have commented.  Our overall view is that whilst we 
appreciate the issues around the reducing numbers in the League, we don’t think this is the right answer. 
  
The CSCL is a competition between public service bodies, and presumably the trophies have been given 
for those purposes.  It would be disappointing if the CSCL lost that purpose by opening up to people not 
connected with the public service. 
  
For us, specifically, we would not open our membership.  Informal conversations with our funding body, 
RCSL, confirm that they would not support a club with outside members and we would in effect cease to 
be Revenue & Customs.  We would need to find funding and premises.  Our players also feel that they 
want to continue to be part of a team that represents the department. 
  
This in turn gives us concerns that the CSCL will develop into two tiers, which to some extent is already 
happening, with some very strong clubs and some with a much weaker pool of players.  Again, we think 
that any further opening up is not the right way forward. 
  



I’m sorry to be negative, and I know that these are genuine attempts to work something out, but we don’t 
think this is the right answer. !
28/11/2013  
Ian Pheby   
Personal view !
It is clear that the League has suffered because of societal changes which were outside its control. This has 
been the main reason for the League’s decline in the past 50 years. The move away from adjudication to 
quickplay finishes may in the long term increase the League membership, and I think the number of new 
members needs to be recorded each year to see how this may develop. 
  
Previous versions of the Executive Committee (EC) accepted that the eligibility rules required a significant 
review though it was unclear at the time exactly how these rules could be relaxed so that the League still 
retained its identity. The introduction of a membership qualification for non-Civil servants was a start, and 
perhaps this does need to be expanded in some way. That said, the danger is that the identity of the 
League could easily disappear within a short period of time if Clubs were “Open” to everyone too easily. It 
could also be argued that if Clubs were allowed to become too “Open” that sooner or later a Club with a 
large bank balance could import strong players for particular matches and that is surely something 
against the spirit of the CS League. So, I would agree that the eligibility rules do need to be relaxed but in 
a controlled way. 
  
Merging with another League e.g. the London Commercial League is an option. As you know, significant 
discussions have taken place in the past at the request of the London Commercial League but as you 
recognise there are clear constitutional and operational differences which would be difficult or perhaps 
impossible to overcome. It is also worth noting there is a significant number of CS members who also play 
in the London Commercial League. I cannot recall the figures calculated at the time of the meeting a few 
years ago but I believe a reasonable estimate was that the combined membership would only have been 
something in the order of 260 or so. Clearly this will have changed now but there would likely to be 
something in excess of 200. This would ensure the continuation of a League in some format but the 
problems I mentioned earlier would make a merger difficult. 
  
As things currently stand, I would agree that reference to the old CSCA needs to be removed. I am not 
convinced the League should allow external players immediate permission to play in the League because 
of the identity issue and the possibility, however slight, of a Club with a large bank balance importing 
strong players if considered necessary. Furthermore, if the relaxation for the introduction of external 
players did not significantly improve membership or was shown to benefit a small number of Clubs rather 
than the majority, would the EC consider returning to previous eligibility rules to ensure what some would 
regard as “fair play”? 
  
The official title of the League has not changed for very many years but perhaps now needs amendment. 
“The London Civil Service Chess League” seems an appropriate choice to me. !
28/11/2013  
David Gilbert   
DHSS !
The DHSS Chess Club is grateful for your thoughtful consultation paper on expanding club and player 
qualification.   !
The consultation is concerned with two specific issues: 
  



1  Membership of the Civil Service League would be open to any Civil Service department or other public 
service organisation (removing the requirement to have been affiliated to the CSCA in 1993) !
2  Teams would be able to field up to two external players in any match – “external” meaning those who 
were not eligible through current or former employment, or the two-year membership qualification. 
(External players would become internal after two years’ membership of a relevant club.) 
  
The DHSS Committee gives it full backing to opening up the league to a range of other organisations 
providing public services, BBC, Transport for London etc, but we have strong reservations about giving 
freedom to Clubs to play up to two guest players because of a general lack of fairness for those Clubs 
unable increase their membership to a wider population.   We believe this would create an uneven 
playing field and would not be in the interests of most Clubs in the League. !
28/11/2013 
Nigel Harrison  
Personal view !
A few comments (personal rather than through SPARTA). 
  
I would endorse the comments made by Andy Waters a few weeks ago. The aim of encouraging 
participation really is the key and though not as important in the short term I agree a merger of LCCL & 
CSCL is sensible if it can be arranged. David G has a point that recruiting external players is likely to 
be unfair competition wise as it may well benefit only a few clubs.  Also I did wonder whether the 2 extra 
players will actually result in clubs fielding more teams (rather than just stronger teams) or maybe keeping 
clubs afloat though accept you can't target any new external players at certain clubs to ensure 
this. Ultimately though I think the encouraging more participation line wins over the status quo. 
  
You mentioned PHSO & Education as clubs that had dropped out of the league relatively recently. I 
had wondered about allowing a club short of players to merge with another (probably small) club but I 
suspect this is nowhere near as simple as it might sound (particularly with Departmental teams) - there are 
a number of practicalities to overcome not least if there's not enough extra players to allow another team 
entry. I think many of ex Education players have since joined other existing and much larger CSCL clubs & 
thats the probably the best way to deal with it though inevitably some will drop out entirely when a club 
folds.   
  
The proposal put forward to rename the League seems sensible to me. !
29/11/2013 
Antony Long 
Personal view !
Replying as an individual, I agree entirely with Nigel.  I would encourage the committee to take any 
reasonable action that is intended to increase participation, including the possibility of merging with other 
leagues and allowing external players.


